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13	  Reasons	  Independent	  Coffee	  Shops	  Fail	  
	  
	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
1. It’s Not a Lifestyle Business 
The business is set up as a lifestyle business or a get rich quick scheme. A coffee shop 
is a real business with real customers, real overheads and a lot of potential to go 
wrong.  It’s hard work and anyone thinking that it’s a great lifestyle choice will find it 
difficult to make money and those thinking it’s a get rich quick scheme will be 
disappointed. 

2. Arrogant Owner who knows Everything 
Ok I know that's a bit strong, but someone who doesn’t want help and carries on 
regardless without listening to customer or team members feedback is heading for 
trouble. Having a passion is a fundamental need but when passion turns to arrogance, 
then the clock is ticking towards the closing sale! 
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•  
Ofra Ronen 

Co Owner and Managing Director at Di Bartoli Home Barista Centre 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 3. Wrong Location 
Location is key - the balance between a great site in a great location with a high rent 
and the not so good site in a not so good location with a lower rent is a very fine 
balance. Sometimes if there’s a lot of competition around, this is a good thing, as your 
customers are already coming to the area and sometimes if you are the first one in an 
area, then you risk been affected by any new coffee shops close by. People don't want 
to travel far to get their coffee, it’s unlikely that you will very soon become a 
destination that people will travel a long way to visit, it’s more likely that people will 
pop in as they’re walking past because they are hungry or thirsty. 

 4. It’s Too Small 
A unit with less than about 40 covers will always find it difficult to generate enough 
revenue to cover costs, consider that you’ll need at least two people on every shift to 
maintain a reasonable amount of service so factor that into your costs.  Having more 
than one floor is always a disadvantage, as people never like climbing stairs. 

  
 
 
 
 
 

Very well said. We see on weekly average 4-5 'dreamers' who walk in Di Bartoli to 'pick our 
brains' or ask for commercial equipment quote. The most eminant factor we can observe in 
that early stage is undoubtedly #2. Those who seek our coffee & gear advice either have no 
experience in business, no experience with food and / or no experience with coffee. They 
come to us with the romance and with a 'it'll be alright mate' attitude and all we can do is 
share Andrew's advice above and put them in touch with those who might help on all other 
areas. More often then none they take the advice and never follow it through, being arrogant 
or listening to their own voice instead saying: 'how hard really this can be'. Those who 
managed to pull it off have done the research, taken expert advice aboard and recruited the 
right people. It's really no brainer in business but some will never go over that mountain. 
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5. No Budget or Plan 
Not knowing your numbers- understand what tax you will need to pay at the end of 
the quarter. VAT has a habit of being quite a lot more than you expect. Most things 
you sell will be vatable, so 20% of your sales will go directly to the taxman. 

Managing your cash flow and keeping on top of your bank account, the first few 
months the bank balance will look great, then the suppliers will need paying, next the 
P32's then the VAT. If you are not in control and planning for these movements in 
your bank account then you are in for a shock. 

•  
Jack Shipley 

Co-Owner at Cook Street Coffee 
 

 

6. Inconsistent Standards 
Consistency is critical-your customers will be very regular, it becomes like a marriage 
where the little things niggle. Making sure that you open on time everyday, that 
everything you make is consistent and of good quality is very important as time goes 
on. As a rule of thumb people allow you to make three mistakes before they leave, the 
first time they put it down to experience, the second time they think you are just daft 
and the third time they leave you. 
Your drinks must be perfect 100% of the time. If only 95% of your drinks are perfect 
then a daily customer will get at least one bad drink a month. 

 7. Poor Service 
Any coffee shop that does not offer great service will not get repeat business. 
Fantastic service comes from recruiting the best team, then training, training, training 
and rewarding them as much as you can. Recruit for attitude not skill and you won’t 
go far wrong. If you pay the minimum wage, expect to lose your staff quickly and 
have to retrain from scratch. Your customers won’t like this because they get to know 
who works in your coffee shop and build up a friendship with them. They 
become more than a business and more like extended family. 

A culinary class visited us a Conscious Cup and the chef/instructor asked me what's the most important thing 
his class needed to learn. The students didn't seem very happy when I said "accounting." We're getting better 

but need to learn to get to measuring weekly profit instead of monthly, as you suggest. I'd toss in 
understanding cash flow and balance sheet as well.	  
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Julia Wilson  
National Account / Business Development Manager Coffee2Go Solutions & Retail 
Beverage & Food2Go Concepts 

 

 

 8. It’s got a Strange Name 
Being too clever with the name- let people know what you do through your name so 
that when they’re walking past they know what to expect.  Match your offer to your 
local customers, make sure you communicate your USP through your branding. 
People love a story that they can tell their friends about, which is great for word-of-
mouth advertising. Don’t expect everyone to flock to a business called ‘Eat Dirt’ (real 
name, not made up, no longer trading). 

 9. No Stock Taking 
Take stock every week- work out your profit every week. Know the cost of every 
item that you sell, its margin and its recipe.  Control the staff costs tightly, check there 
are no hidden costs in the rent or from the landlord and don’t be tempted to spend too 
much money on the  fit out costs. 
Not having good systems, routines and processes although boring, will make sure that 
a lot of the things above happen when you are not in the shop. 

 10. No Checking 
Not having robust checks for cash and deliveries, will let your money trickle through 
your fingers. Cash and stock losses are worth 20x the value in sales to recoup. 

 
 
 

Totally agree Andrew, having owned 3 coffee/ sandwich bars myself, staffing 
was always the problem & keeping up standards - I'm a great advocate of you 
never know who you are serving. I have just returned from a weeks holiday in 
the South West and how standards & service drop when they get into "silly 
season" . At eXpresso PLUS we pride ourselves on being beverage 
consultants www.expressoplus.com 
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 11. No Backup 
Not having a contingency fund – something will always go wrong outside of your 
control and you need to keep a reasonable sum of money at hand for that inevitability. 
If its successful it will take at least 6 months to establish itself. Also, your café will 
need refitting in about three years, so you need some money to pay for that. 

 
Mark Hayward  

Founder at Velvet Sunrise Coffee Roasters 

 
 
12. Poor Equipment 
One thing a coffee shop owner must invest in is a good coffee machine and grinders. 
A coffee shop will never make money if their coffee machine breaks down often, and 
i will if its not maintained. Having a 7-day comprehensive service contract in place, to 
be able to call an engineer out as soon as the problem occurs is essential. This contract 
will service the grinders and coffee machine, including boiler checks. You will never 
have a consistent coffee if your grinders and coffee machine aren't serviced regularly. 

 

 

•  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Martyn Herriott  
Owner, Complete Beverage Solutions 

A great article and all coffee shop owners who are thinking about owning a business or people 
who have been in business for at least two years should read this article. Too many people 
without catering experience go into this market - and pubs - and expect to get rich quick. From 
my experience, it is the equipment that let's people down. They spend huge amounts on the decor 
(and possibly the marketing) and then expect to purchase an espresso machine; grinder & install 
for £1500! Keep producing the great articles 

	  

What is it about the cafe business that is so appealing? When I ask a propective customer 
why they are going into the coffee business, almost always the answer is 'it's always been 
my dream to own a cafe' . And, most often, the new cafepreneur doen't have foodservice 
experience, let alone expertise. Yet one can be successful with a gregarious attitude 
towards customers, even when the decor and product quality is not best in class. Greeting 
a customer as they pass through the in door and remembering their name is now my most 
highly ranked factor towards predicting success. I love coffee, coffee rocks, and so do 
indie cafes! 
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13. Poor Relationships with Suppliers 
Building a great relationship with your suppliers is fundamental in a successful 
business, pay them on time, talk to them if there any problems, if you stop paying and 
they stop delivering then you won’t have anything to sell. 

Coffee shops have a low barrier to entry- anybody can set one 
up.  They need to be treated as proper businesses; they’re not a 
lifestyle business that fits around you. Running one involves 
working long hours to get things right, it's quite physical and 
tiring and dictates your lifestyle. 
 
 If you are thinking of opening a coffee shop  for the first time or you can recognise 
yourself in the above, then contact us for practical help that will save you a fortune 
setting up or help you fix your business. Find out more here 
We offer a 'No Brainer Money Back Guarantee', if we can't save you more than the 
cost of our time, then we will give you a full refund. 
Email andrew@cafesuccesshub.com 

 About the authorsAndrew and Claire Bowen have run their own coffee shops for the 
last 10 years starting as franchisees and moving to develop their own independent 
business. The knowledge and experience gained from this has been used in the 
development of Café Success – the UK’s best resource for coffee shop, café and 
tearoom owners. Free to Join atwww.cafesuccesshub.com it is growing to cover all 
aspects of setting up and running a coffee business. Please link in with them and join 
the Coffee Shop Owners of the UK discussion group on linked in. 
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Theodoros Tsoufis 

Operations & Training Manager at London Business Group 
	  

Nice structured article. I have deal with franchises that were thinking the 
wrong way about coffee business. Coffee is an art. Needs Love, 
commitment, and continuous training to achieve the willing goals. 
Unfortunately most people believe that if they have a coffee machine and 
a grinder they can open a coffee shop an get rich...... 

	  


